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The 21st Century has seen a major shift in focus away from the 
assumption that human behaviour is largely under conscious 
control towards a body of research highlighting the role of 
unconscious reasoning and judgement making.!

Much of this work confirms the evolutionary idea that 
emotions can largely operate outside individual 
consciousness and facilitate the processing of 
information quickly and automatically. Rational 
processing on the other hand operates in a slower, more 
deliberative fashion, with an ability to influence - and 
be influenced by - one’s emotions.!

Thinking Fast and Slow!
This has led to a dual process view of human 
information processing - the rational or deliberative 
system, and the intuitive or automatic system. The 
rational system, which was credited with the provision 
of remarkable achievements in science and technology 
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Mental Flexibility!
We need to understand and apply the very best of our mental 
processes if we’re to solve the wicked problems of the early 
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has however, been found not to be as well suited to day-
to-day information processing as the intuitive system.!

Importantly, the intuitive system seems able to quickly 
and automatically solve problems well beyond the 
capacity of the rule-bound and analytical rational 
system.!

Each system has however, been recognised as having 
relative advantages and disadvantages in human 
problem solving and decision making. Situational 
factors such as the types of tasks being addressed have 
been found to effect which system tends to prevail.!

Thinking intuitively on tasks that are intuition-like can 
greatly enhance performance, as can thinking rationally 
on tasks that are rational like. Further, it has been 
found that these modes can shift during a task but with 
little loss in performance. It seems our initial cognitive 
mode can be influenced by our preferred thinking style 
as well as the task’s properties.!

Consideration for Others!
The research to date has however, largely overlooked 
the moral dimension in decision making, particularly 
with regard to having consideration for the impact of 
one’s decision on others in both the short-term and the 
long-term. !

When faced with a dilemma brain imaging has revealed 
a remarkably wide array of interconnections between 
the prefrontal cortex (the site for most rational 
information processing) and other structures in the 
brain associated with conflict detection, moral 
sensitivity, empathy, inhibition of impulsivity, and pro-
social behaviours.!

This may help to explain how rational and even 
intuitive information processing modes can still lead to 
foolish decisions. The missing element is a 
considerative mode which looks at the problem from 
all sides and seeks a solution which maximises benefit 
and minimises harm for the greatest number of people 
potentially affected by the decision.!
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“it is our choices, 
Harry, that show 
what we truly are, 
far more than our 
abilities” 
- J.K. Rowling, Harry 
Potter and the 
Chamber of Secrets
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Decision Processing Survey!
Researchers Dr Barry Partridge and Mr Peter Webb received 
funding from the NSW government Department of 
Technology and Innovation in association with the University 
of Wollongong in 2011 to develop a measure of decision 
making. The outcome was the DPS (Decision Processing 
Survey), the first instrument to reliably identify and measure 
three orthogonal information processing modes which 
contribute to mental flexibility - Deliberative, Intuitive, and 
Considerative. The DPS is a strengths-based instrument and has 
been extensively piloted and tested. It has a high level of 
ecological validity by virtue of its application with managers, 
supervisors, and members of the community rather than 
merely testing in university laboratory environments.!

The research conducted by Partridge and Webb to develop the 
DPS and the Matrix of Mental Flexibility has led them to the 
view that decision making is highly task dependent and 
idiosyncratic. Yet a high degree of mental flexibility when 
matched to the needs of task and context will predictably lead 
to better quality decisions.!

If we are to successfully meet the challenges, complexities and 
dilemmas of  personal, community and organisational life we 
need to understand our mental processes and act flexibly in 
applying those processes.!

Active participation in the DPS Mental Flexibility Program can 
build an understanding of individual or team-based mental 
processes, and strengthen the mental flexibility required in 
confronting and overcoming life and work complexities in 
whatever situational context the individual is placed.!

!
More information, including contact details, may be found at: !

http://www.decisionapps.com!
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The Decision Processing Survey 
measures three factors of mental 
flexibility 

http://www.decisionapps.com

